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Biden Hires BLM Board Member to Help Push SCOTUS
Nominee, Even as BLM Faces Scrutiny as “Illegal
Enterprise”
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Minyon Moore (right)

As President Biden pushes forward on his
promise to limit his nomination for Supreme
Court Justice to sex and race — only black
women need apply — it was announced that
Minyon Moore would join Team Biden to
“mobilize a nationwide engagement effort
focused on confirmation” of whoever that
black woman turns out to be. But while
listing Moore’s “credentials” and
“accomplishments,” the Biden
administration left out the salient fact that
Moore sits on the board of directors of the
Black Lives Matter Global Network
Foundation (BLMGNF), even as the
organization faces scrutiny for its
mishandling of its finances.

Having promised that the person he nominates to replace Justice Breyer “will be the first black woman
ever nominated to the United States Supreme Court,” Biden has guaranteed the “token” status of
whomever he picks. And while Biden promised a “rigorous” process to find someone who has
“extraordinary qualifications, character, experience, and integrity,” it is important to remember that he
first promised to look no further that skin color and genitalia.

And to facilitate the confirmation process for his token, he chose former Clinton advisor and current
BLMGNF board member, Minyon Moore. The Biden administration — which has tried all along to sell
itself as “moderate” — has chosen an activist who sits on the board of an organization that burned and
pillaged its way across more than 200 American cities during the Summer of Terror in 2020. And her
job is to “mobilize a nationwide engagement effort.” This writer feels the need to point out that her
qualifications for that job all fall neatly into one or more categories that are criminal.

Setting aside the violence that marks the actions of Minyon’s minions, she sits on the board of an
organization that raked in millions of dollars without bothering to make any accounting of where it
went.

BLMGNF has come to light as a complete scam, and likely a criminal enterprise. BLMGNF is the legal
entity that serves as the fundraising umbrella for Black Lives Matter. This writer uses the term “legal
entity” in a strictly technical way; BLMGNF was created as a foundation by filing legal documents. And
while the group is almost certainly an illegal enterprise, its foundation is technically a “legal entity.”

As this writer reported earlier this month, BLMGNF was forced to cease all fundraising after a
Washington Examiner investigation showed that “no one appears to have been in charge at Black Lives
Matter for months” and “The address it lists on tax forms is wrong, and the charity’s two board
members won’t say who controls its $60 million bankroll.”
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As a result of that investigation, both California and Washington ordered BLM to cease all fundraising
activities in their states. California even “threatened to hold the charity’s leaders personally liable over
its lack of financial transparency.” And Indiana Attorney General Todd Rokita hinted at a criminal
investigation, calling BLM an “illegal enterprise.” Rokita said he would not confirm or deny that his
office is investigating BLM, but he said the Washington Examiner’s reporting on the group “certainly
cause us to be concerned.” And BLM’s charity registration is also out of compliance in Connecticut,
Maine, Maryland, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, and Virginia.

As of this writing, Amazon — which can certainly not be accused of being to the right of anything — has
kicked Black Lives Matter off its charity platform AmazonSmile. So, now white people can’t assuage
their white guilt by tossing BLM a donation as they exercise their white privilege by ordering online in
the comfort of their homes. And angry, simpering activists can’t support BLM with a donation when
they order baseball bats, spray paint, and matches.

But — refusing to allow its “oppressors” to boss it around, BLMGNF is digging its heels in and refusing
to account for its (at least) $60 million in ill-gotten gains. The organization has “quietly changed its 12-
month accounting cycle to July through June,” reports the Gazette. That report explains:

By going from a calendar to a fiscal year, BLM has until mid-May to report what it did with
the millions that flooded into its coffers beginning in the second half of 2020. The move
enabled BLM to report a sparse, short-year Form 990 to the IRS that covered its activities
during only the first half of 2020, when the entity was entirely dormant as a fiscally
sponsored project of the California charity Thousand Currents. It was also the period just
before BLM exploded as a cause celeb following George Floyd’s racially charged death.

That was a slick move. By kicking the can down the road a few months, BLM — with one of its board
members now a part of the Biden administration — buys time before having to account for the cash.
And that slick move may just pay off. Because the Washington Examiner is now reporting that Team
Hillary is coming to the rescue of BLMGNF:

Black Lives Matter filings reveal prominent Democratic lawyer Marc Elias and another
longtime ally of former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton have taken on key roles in the
charity amid scrutiny over its leadership and finances.

Elias, best known for his funding of British ex-spy Christopher Steele’s discredited anti-
Trump dossier while he served as Clinton’s 2016 campaign general counsel, appears to be
representing the Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation through his recently
formed Elias Law Group. BLM’s national organization repeatedly lists the Elias firm as one
of its addresses and states in its short-year 2020 Form 990 that its books were now in the
care of the Elias Law Group.

It seems apparent that the Clinton/Biden establishment is working overtime to protect the BLM minions
who act as the armed wing of their party. It is also apparent that the corruption of the Biden
administration is overflowing. Whether buying the time by pushing out the filings and having Clinton
bigwigs handling their legal matters will save BLM remains to be seen, but this much is obvious: Biden
will stop at nothing to reshape the very fabric of America. After all, he just hired an outright grifter and
criminal to help guarantee that he can nominate a replacement for Breyer without even considering
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anyone who lacks dark skin or has male genitals.
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